Upcoming ASISTA Webinar for OVW & STOP grantees

Tuesday, July 16, 2019 – 2:00pm - 4:00 pm EST

Removal Proceedings: Pursuing Legal Relief for Immigrant Survivors of Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault

Pending 2 Hours TX MCLE

Special webinar training for OVW and STOP grantees presented by ASISTA Immigration Assistance

Removal Proceedings: Pursuing Legal Relief for Immigrant Survivors of Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault

Join ASISTA Senior Legal Counsels Laura Flores Bachman and Amy Cheung for an interactive webinar on arguments and strategies for obtaining legal relief for immigrant survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault in the context of removal proceedings. We will discuss survivor-specific considerations and arguments. This webinar is intended for intermediate-level immigration practitioners and assumes a basic understanding of the removal process.

To register, please click here: https://ta2ta.org/webinars/registration/removal-proceedings-pursuing-legal-relief-for-immi.html
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